
Abstract

As the world grows more globalised the threat of pandemics increases. Widespread
international travel allows diseases to rapidly spread worldwide. The COVID-19 pan-
demic has highlighted how unprepared we are to combat this threat. One approach
which shows promise at preventing the spread of diseases is the employment of vac-
cinations to produce immunity.

However, one problem with immunisation is that it can be difficult to verify whether
someone has been vaccinated. This is exacerbated when travelling across different
jurisdictions. An internationally recognised vaccination passport could solve this is-
sue by allowing users to present their vaccination records when required. Using a
blockchain to implement this passport would have several key advantages over the
alternatives in terms of transparency, decentralisation and immutability.

This dissertation implements and assesses the viability of a previously proposed block-
chain based vaccination passport. The system is permissioned so that only authorised
entities can write to it. However, it is publicly readable so that users can present
their vaccination records to whomever they wish. The blockchain makes use of an
iris-based identification system. The iris scans are hashed before being stored on the
blockchain so that they cannot be linked back to the user. A locality sensitive hashing
algorithm is employed to ensure that different scans of the same iris produce similar
hashes. A unique identifier is created for each user by combining their stored hashed
iris scan with some of their personal information. This identifier is stored alongside
their records. When a user wants to retrieve their records, they must first locate their
stored hashed iris scan and then use it to recreate their identifier.

A prototype of the system is built using an Ethereum blockchain. An open-source
iris recognition system is employed and adapted to the application. Improvements
have been made to its speed and accuracy. The prototype has been tested using three
different iris image datasets. It is found to achieve very promising results in terms of
its speed and memory usage. Additionally, high matching accuracy is reported on all
the datasets.
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